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Targus AMM16502AMGL stylus pen 10 g Blue

Brand : Targus Product code: AMM16502AMGL

Product name : AMM16502AMGL

- Functional stylus to minimise physical contact when sharing touchscreen devices, whilst Targus®
DefenceGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection technology* works continuously to prevent growth of
microorganisms on your stylus
- Comfortable to use, it is extremely lightweight at approx 10g yet perfectly balanced
- Fully compatible with all capacitive touch screen devices (tablets, smartphones or touchscreen laptops)
- Innovative micro air pocket tip design gives a 75% smoother glide for perfect accuracy and
responsiveness
- Improves your experience with applications for sketching, note taking, photo editing, etc
- Stylish one piece premium design with integrated clip
12.7 x 0.9 x 0.9 cm, 0.01 kg, blue
Targus AMM16502AMGL. Device compatibility: Mobile phone/Smartphone, Brand compatibility: Targus,
Product colour: Blue. Weight: 10 g, Width: 127 mm, Depth: 9 mm. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Device compatibility * Mobile phone/Smartphone
Brand compatibility * Targus
Suitable for touchscreen type Capacitive
Product colour * Blue
Bluetooth

Weight & dimensions

Weight 10 g
Width 127 mm
Depth 9 mm
Height 9 mm

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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